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Courage and compassion both run counter to man’s natural and indeed necessary inclinations. We want to
avoid pain; were this not so, pain would be ineffective as a warning about harm that threatens our bodies.
But courage accepts the likelihood of pain, for the sake of a purpose that is to be achieved. And compassion
impels us to share sufferings which it would be possible to avoid. It is natural too for man to wish for a world
in which evil was not present. But his service of great purposes would have less meaning, if he did not have
to meet enemies on the way. He need not hate these enemies; to them too compassion can extend, when
we begin to recognize the origin of evil in suffering, and that to live in evil is a kind of suffering too. For evil
is obsession, which means a state of siege. The soul may find, for instance, that impulses of jealousy assail it
from every side, and that it is unable to move on into any other mood. Hatred for another person can infect
all our seeing, all our doing. It is easy to blame someone who is caught in such feelings. But it is much more
useful to have compassion for him.
Adam Bittleston, Our Spiritual Companions, p. 83

Celebratory birthdays July–August 2011
Becoming 91
Lenie Seyfert-Landgraff, Clanabogan..........................8 July
Becoming 85
Lisa Steuk, Mourne Grange........................................7 July
Becoming 80
Barbara Roos, Ringwood.........................................31 July
Becoming 75
Michael Hogg, Botton Village (now Scarborough)....22 July
Brigitte Valentien, Lehenhof.....................................31 July
Rosemarie Mende, Ringwood............................. 11 August
Ardie Thieme, Hapstead, Devon......................... 24 August
Becoming 70
Phyllis Jack, Newton Dee........................................23 July
Rosemary Simpson, Newton Dee......................... 9 August
Grace Ann Peysson, Kimberton Hills.............. 7 September
Addition
Lisbeth Schmundt, living in Hauteroda, turned 85 on 14
March this year, and Michael tells us that she has been working in Camphill since 1953. Sorry to miss your memorable
birthday, Lisbeth, and warm congratulations!
Any changes or additions please contact
sandrastoddard@gmail.com

Butterfly on a Breeze:
Invitation for concerted action

I

have written a play lasting about an hour
and with five characters, in response to the
earthquake in Japan and its consequences. I
wondered if others might like to perform this
play, as we will, during the period around the
anniversary of Hiroshima, on the day of the
Transfiguration, 6 August. I believe concerted
action of this kind can bring healing to the
world damaged by the fallout from this disaster. You can download a copy of the script of
Butterfly on a Breeze in pdf form by visiting
http://wiserthanweknow.com/mywriting/.
Bob Clay, Loch Arthur, Scotland

Keeping in touch

I

n the last issue Marianne Sander from the Camphill
Correspondence Support Group asked if communities
or regions would be willing to regularly remember the
Correspondence with a small financial contribution,
separate to subscription payments. She suggested this
as we had realised that although the Correspondence
has been economically self-sufficient for many years, it
meant the magazine was always vulnerable financially.
If Camphill’s magazine could be supported mostly from
subscriptions, but crucially, topped up with contributions from communities, this would allow the Correspondence to serve more securely the movement in the
realm of the free spiritual life, the cultural realm, rather
than scrabbling for economic self-sufficiency. This is
not to say that responsibility and accountability in the
economic realm are not essential. On the contrary:
taking responsibility for the awareness and financial
health of the magazine is also a way of honouring and
respecting each of your subscriptions that you give in
exchange for receiving this, one of Camphill’s organs of
communication. I feel we can only ask for your regular
support in terms of contributions if we are morally awake
to the importance of spending your contributions and
subscriptions as wisely and consciously as we can. It is
worth mentioning here that we have never turned away
people who could not pay the full subscription price; in
the spirit of Camphill we encourage anyone to receive
a subscription even if they can’t afford to pay. But if
the Correspondence could be freed from having to be
financially completely self-sufficient, it would make this
possibility more abundant.
We have already received a very warm response to our
suggestion and would like to invite others to bring this
question to their communities or regions. Also I would
like to say again that we have appreciated so much your
continuing individual responses to our earlier appeal
for help, in many different ways, large and small. This
communicates to us that, despite a few communities not
wishing to subscribe any more, there is a great support
for this organ of communication both within and outside
of the specific communities.
With thanks, your Editor, Maria

Artist’s Note: This painting is by Deborah Ravetz and is part of a series inspired by a stay in Ullapool on the West
coast of Scotland. The mountain is not a literal mountain but an archetypal experience of a high place of revelation.
It is possible to access Deborah's art work and writing on the following website: www.deborah.ravetz.org.uk.
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One Turn More, by Jenny Bradley

I

’ve just recently read Jenny’s book, and it is such a
gem. It gives a touching insight into the difficulties a
child with emotional and neurological problems can
struggle with, and what a difference a deep connection
with a compassionate person (Thomas Weihs in Jenny’s
case) can make to their life. The love and acceptance
of Thomas helped Jenny eventually ‘find peace and
purpose’ in her adult life. Jenny has written about her
life as a youngster at Camphill in Aberdeen and then
her subsequent years as she struggled to find her niche
in the world. It is an engaging and authentic book. It
is not written in wonderful flowery prose but is simple
and direct, which endears the reader to the honesty and
courage of the author!
When Jenny read about the Camphill Correspondence’s
difficulties with cash flow recently, she thought of a creative way she could help. She has offered to allow her
books to be sold through the Correspondence, and all
proceeds would go to the magazine. If you would like a

copy of her book, please
let me know at
maria.mntn@gmail.com
or write to me at
9 Robins Close
Stourbridge
West Midlands, UK
DY8 2DG
and I’ll send it to you
asap. The cost will be
£5.00 + postage and
packing. Thank you very
much Jenny, both for
writing about your experiences and for offering to
help the Correspondence
in this way!
Maria
Privately published in 1992, paperback, 112 pp

Birth Anouncement

A

fter there was so much discussion in recent times
about the future of this lovely magazine and since
there were comments about too many obituaries in the
CC, we thought it might be nice to bring some news from
the other end of life. Therefore we wrote a little birth
announcement for our daughter. On Monday 30 May
2011 our little daughter Sunna Lillian was born. She is

a happy and sweet child and we are feeling blessed by
her presence. Her big brothers Adrian and Jonah are very
proud of her and the other four children living in Loch
Arthur are happy to have another playmate.
Susanne and Christoph Salthammer,
Loch Arthur Community, Scotland

The Loch Arthur children. Left to right, front row. Emilio, Asger, Jonah and Adrian. Back row. Barbara with Antonin,
Susanne with Sunna. Little Annika was asleep in the pram.
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Warmth and clarity: thoughts on What are the Essentials of Camphill?
An assembly of Camphill co-workers at Thornbury, England, 11–15 April 2011
Michael Luxford, Delrow, England
Warmth and cold

P

hysically, warmth plays a major part in our day to
day lives. We balance warmth and cold through our
clothing and in our houses. We also sense it inwardly.
In nature the flora and fauna of a particular area of the
earth is affected by the level of warmth which is present.
In certain circumstances being too warm will make it
difficult to concentrate, or cause us to fall asleep. In its
extreme form, in fire, it becomes destructive as well as
potentially transformative, in the kitchen, in the forge. In
contrast, cold causes us to contract more into ourselves.
We have to wrap up, protect ourselves. The cold places
of the earth have little to show of life, yet there is often
extreme and pristine beauty to be seen.
In the human sphere, we have to do with more than an
awareness of physical warmth and coldness. We speak
of someone being warm hearted or being fired with
enthusiasm. I might be experienced by others as cold,
distant, aloof. I might feel isolated and be grateful if I
am ‘warmed-up’ by others. We can have such experiences of others and ourselves because we have certain
attributes as human beings, and in this the main factor
is ‘conscious experience which becomes thought’.
Bearing these introductory words in mind I would like
to describe how this event in Thornbury came about,
and what happened when we met in the week before
Easter this year.

Two necessities
I have been involved in areas of leadership and management in various Camphill communities over many
years. In my time at Camphill Milton Keynes I was
responsible for arranging the training courses for coworkers. We had no choice but to undertake these, and
they were and still are regarded as being essential, a
necessity.
In early 2010, while on a journey in Ireland with
Hanne Drexel from Camphill Milton Keynes she said,
“If we have to do all these essential trainings in order
to be an acceptable provider of social care, why are
we not organising essential training courses to do with
being a Camphill community?” What a good question?
I thought. Back in England I shared this question with
a group of people who were meeting to talk over their
experiences with organising foundation courses for short
term co-workers, and given their interest in Hanne’s
and now my question, an initiative group was formed
and began to meet and discuss what might be a good
way to answer it.
There is another aspect which needs to be included
at this point. This has to do with developments which
have taken place in Camphill in Britain over the past
few years, whereby (and this mainly refers to England)
some Camphill communities have found themselves
in situations where there has been no choice but to
employ experienced managers who come with no
knowledge of anthroposophy or experience of Camphill
life. This has led to the leadership and management and
in some places wholly so, moving out of the hands of
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experienced Camphill leadership co-workers. In such
a situation, how are the Camphill ethos and practices
to continue?
Also in the past two years, I have heard it being asked
“What is Camphill anyway?” and this often by experienced Camphill people.
Because of the above question the impetus was there
to arrange this event, as, if there was to be a course of
some kind in Camphill Essentials, we had better begin
by making an effort to properly discuss what these essentials are. Hence, we have two kinds of necessary
paths of learning, one to do with what we are required
to do, and the other to do with what it is essential to do.

The process
The preparation group began to meet, and eventually
letters were sent out to all the communities in the UK and
Ireland, inviting the communities to engage in a process
of discussion ‘at home’ over what these essentials might
be. It was suggested that this question be considered
from the perspectives of:
Ideals    Social Life    Work
Having made this possibility available to communities
and individual co-workers, a time of active engagement
in communities began, that is, in the communities which
chose to do this. The initial hope was that almost all communities would get involved, and would send one or two
co-workers (one younger and one more experienced) to
the gathering we were starting to plan.
But the ‘big scheme’ did not materialise. We had
to address questions to do with the invitation which
had been addressed to ‘Camphill co-workers’, as it
became clear that this process could not be restricted
to resident Camphillers, and had to be opened up to
others. In Delrow Community our Camphill Essentials
meetings were attended by resident co-workers, people we are supporting, family members, trustees and
employees.

The event
To begin with there was a great deal of interest in the
Thornbury event, though in the end we were only fortyeight people. This turned out to be exactly the right
number for Thorn Hall and meant our conversation
groups would have no more than ten people each. The
participants were a good mixture of young and old. The
‘voice of youth’ was well represented.
We decided early on that we would not have any
lectures or talks, and would keep it simple. Everything
would happen through a group work/plenum process,
with each group having its facilitator and artist, and finding its own way of working. We had common singing
and Johannes Moora helped to speak the Easter verses
of Rudolf Steiner’s’ Calendar of the Soul. Each day, with
its theme, was preceded by an evening with a relevant
activity.
The evening before the day of Ideals we had group
participation in the ‘Templar’ scene from The Soul’s Pro-

bation by Rudolf Steiner, facilitated by Richard Ramsbottom.
The evening before the day on
Social Life we experienced a
social sculpture presentation
by Deborah Ravetz, and in
the evening before the day on
Work – there was a debate on
the motion: The presence of
vocational non-waged workers will continue to be essential to Camphill’s future?
This was facilitated by Valerie
Sands.
At the end of the third full
day and proceeding the final morning we had a social
evening, which was filled with
singing, poetry and some great
humour. Many said the feel of
this event was close to what we
used to have in the earlier New
Year’s Assemblies of the British
Region. I believe that this feeling being present was helped
by the tremendous effort Tom
Burns and the people of the
Sheiling School put into their
hosting of the event and their
making it possible for almost
everyone to stay in the school.

Did anything come out of
all this effort?
I believe so, but before launching into sharing some thoughts
on the question, it is important
to say that the aim was never
to create a list of Camphill Essentials 2011, even if it is possible to share some particular
insights.
My interpretation of what
came to clarity can be described from three perspectives.

A boy milking at Camphill Aberdeen in the 1950s (photo by Edith Tudor-Hart)

1. Camphill Communities and Camphill co-workers
At the plenum at the end of the third day the following
‘statement’ was presented by one of the conversation
groups: As change is inevitable, what is essential for a
place to be a Camphill community is the active presence
of Camphill co-workers.
Realising that this wording raises questions over the
definition of a Camphill co-worker and the meaning of
‘presence’, two clarifications were added: A Camphill
co-worker: An individual who has freely connected
and is committed to the ongoing development of
the founding and historical impulses and ideals of
Camphill, which arise from and are furthered through
interest and a spirit of enquiry, conducted personally
and with others.
Presence: For a place to be a Camphill community it
is necessary for there to be a significant number of coworkers present who have the above connection and
commitment, and who are also actively engaged in the

work and running of the community. They must have
a voice, be listened to, and have an influence over the
leadership and way of working of the community.
Following discussion, the statement and the clarifications were accepted as helpful in finding a way forward
in answer to certain important questions which have
arisen in the context Camphill places and co-workers
find themselves in today.
The above forms together a Clarification, to do with
what makes a place Camphill and what it means to be a
Camphill co-worker, and should have a positive bearing
on the questions many places find themselves discussing today, and especially in the English Region of the
Camphill movement.
These questions include asking whether some places
are still Camphill communities. There are questions
about what it means to be a Camphill co-worker in a
time of increasing employment and non-residence of
co-workers. We cannot avoid these questions, and the
Clarification can encourage places and co-workers to
take up the challenge of relating to the essentials of
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Camphill, or not. It might be helpful to have this ‘signpost’ available to us.
2. Summary essentials
I will summarise some of what was said to be Camphill
essentials. It is my way of describing them, realising
that each one is the ‘tip of an iceberg’ of meaning and
significance. There is no intention to be exhaustive or
restrictive in this summary of ‘recognitions’.
• Camphill and anthroposophy are inextricably
linked
• This is because our aim is to understand that
the human being is a being of body, soul and
spirit, and anthroposophy is a path of learning
relating to this task
• It is important to be articulate and
understandable in the way we communicate
• We need to ask older people to share their
experiences and wisdom
And it is essential:
• To recognise the mutuality of learning we
can experience when living and working with
vulnerable people
• To be open to each other as co-workers and
create safe spaces for communication and to
meet each other in our vulnerability
• To aim to find One Voice despite the need to
hear my Own Voice
• To recognise that The Spiritual Law (Rudolf
Steiner 1923) is now operable
• To recognise that though organisational
structuring is required, everything depends on
being committed to being engaged with the
other person: I to I
• To develop an ability to recognise and respond
to ‘after-images’ which can be present in our
encounters with each other and in the events
we are part of
• To be open to the advice and experience of
others outside of Camphill and anthroposophy,
in order to deal with the challenges we face
• To recognise that The Fundamental Social Law
is not only about financial needs; it is primarily
to do with an attitude to work, the shared
ethics applied to this, and our relationship to
each other in the situation we find ourselves in
• To learn to become teachers
3. Final thoughts
This event did not set out to say, “Camphill movement,
this is it!”
However, it is necessary and healthy to share the results
of the efforts we forty-eight made in these few days,
based on the preparatory work which had been done

by many in our home communities. What is important
is that we had the will to come together out of our different contexts and with our individual differences. By
doing this our separateness, which had a certain coolness to it, was overcome and we became warmer. In the
experience of warmth, we became enthusiastic and clear
about Camphill and its essentials. Words are incredibly
important, as sharing verbal and written communication
is a part of the common culture of the world, and is only
possible because we are beings of body, soul and spirit
expressing and have a need to express our humanity.
Anke Weihs said in a New Years Assembly, “We must
speak up, because Camphill is to do with the Ego!” Thus,
when we are together in such ways and the ego of the one
encounters the ego of the other and we become mutually
enthusiastic, a motivating question such as, “What is Camphill anyway?” indicating a loss of vision and certainty,
becomes a death point. In the physical world this is an
end, but in the realm of the human spirit this is a point of
potential renewal. Then we have to have the will to keep
moving forward and metamorphose, rather than only
develop within safely defined and limited parameters, as
the world would have us believe is all we can do.
Therefore, a final word of encouragement for Camphill
in its sometimes troubled and uncertain moments, is for
those of who are connected and committed to its essentials to take initiative, meet up, ask the essential questions,
listen to each other, practice art, move, laugh, share pain.
Given time and nights in between, history will continue
and move forward through the effort of thinking, feeling
and willing together. Doing such things keeps the Camphill impulse young, despite the age of the movement.
Piet Blok quoted the words his wife Gerda lived with
daily (of uncertain origin but may be an interpretation
of words of Rudolf Steiner):
Love in the realm of thinking is interest
Love in the realm of feeling is empathy
Love in the realm of willing is courage.
Given that Camphill is a ‘Johannic’ impulse in the world,
and as this article will appear at the St John’s time of the
year, it is appropriate to end these musings on a preEaster event, with the above words. John the Evangelist
said in his old age, “Children, love one another.” I realise
I have to keep on trying to do this.
Michael is long-term Camphill co-worker who has
lived in six different communities. He is currently
coordinating the adult education for the residents in
Delrow. He is involved in administration, coordinating
support and supervision for co-workers, expanding
vegetable production, and has involvements in the
wider movement. He is also an independent social
researcher, with a main interest in money.

The Camphill impulse
Peter Bateson, Oldbury-on-Severn, England

I

recently heard the question if there could be a Camphill
place without anthroposophy. I believe that this is not
possible. A place cannot truly be Camphill without the
elements of anthroposophy and the inspiration which
comes from the insights of Rudolf Steiner. This also holds
good for the spiritual endeavour of the Camphill commu-
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nity, which means striving for the good of humanity and
to uphold the sacredness of the whole human being, not
just in a universal way but through the ideals, methods
and principles adopted and expressed specifically by
Camphill, distinct but not entirely dissimilar from other
approaches.

The Christian element is also
fundamental, more in terms
of the basic human principle
of inner change, rebirth and
transformation than as any kind
of religious teaching or church.
In this day and age this is becoming more and more open
to embrace a wider concept
of spirituality, but nevertheless
the Christian principle still lies
at the heart of Camphill.
Some of these aspects have
been formulated as the Essentials of Camphill, last revised
and agreed by the Movement
Group in 2001. It is a formulation of the most central and
unquestioned aspects of what
makes Camphill what it is,
although there are also many
other aspects as well which are
constantly in flux and open to
debate.
The most important of all is
the recognition of the unique
spiritual identity of every human individual and the commitment to uphold the ‘image
of man’ as a whole human
being consisting of spirit, soul
and body, with the background
understanding provided by the
work of Rudolf Steiner, Karl
König and others. There are
the wellsprings of Camphill,
which are inspiring concepts,
images and principles which
do not actually belong to
Camphill but which have been
adopted and worked with
seriously for seven decades.
These include what is called Thomas Weihs with lads ploughing at Newton Dee, in the1950s (photo by Edith Tudor-Hart)
the Kaspar Hauser impulse (the
wish to recognise the particular mission of people with
only a name, and it is not meant to be a corporate brand
disabilities in the modern world), Rudolf Steiner’s Spirname, but unfortunately that is what has been happening
itual, Sociological and Social Laws, the Inner Path (the
in recent years. The brand name can become disassocistriving of the individual to develop an inner reflective
ated with the reality. This is something which is an issue
life which strengthens their outer work), and what can be
wherever the word Camphill is used. The true Camphill
called the Michael Culture – meaning to bring a spiritual
impulse is a living stream of activity which is not necesperspective into all aspects of life which is being taken
sarily the same thing as the Camphill movement as an
over more and more by technological, commercial and
organisation with its established places. Those who carry
de-humanising influences and practices.
this impulse could actually free themselves entirely from
There is the commitment to create community between
the organisation if necessary, leaving even the name
people, which means not only freedom and independCamphill itself behind, like a snake sheds its skin.
ence but also responsibility and inter-dependence, even
between people who might otherwise be called service
For thirty-three years Peter was a teacher,
providers and service users. The universal task of healing
houseparent and management group member
and of service to humanity, wherever the need arises,
in the Sheiling School Thornbury, along with other
is also crucial.
extensive involvements in the Camphill movement.
These are a few of the real essentials, but the most
He then worked for a year in the mainstream social
important. A place can be a fantastic social care service
care sector, followed by two years working in various
provision and even a fantastic community as well, but it
ways as a salaried co-worker for Camphill St. Albans.
does not have to have the name of Camphill if the CamHe is now the Development Co-ordinator for the
phill essentials are not living in the people. Camphill is
Camphill Foundation UK and Ireland.
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‘Theory U’ and the chalice of Camphill
Jens-Peter Linde, Aberdeen, Scotland
A new view on what I thought I knew

I

n the Catholic Church one has to go to confession
before being allowed to partake in communion so that
some individual tarnish won’t corrode the 'chalice' of
communal spirit experience. In The Christian Community this is not a dogma as the Being of Unconditional
Love proves willing to take care of our shortcomings.
But individually it can truly be of great help if questions
which bother us can be addressed beforehand in a sacramental consultation. It cleanses the person's blind spot
at the threshold of transcendent experience.
We seek for this transcendent quality, but in a world
where religious language is frowned upon because it
is not understood but rather judged conveniently with
blinkered concepts, we may seek it in vain. The media
is full of lurid 'confessions' of course, but we rightfully
feel that it needs a protected space before we can open
our hearts. Not finding it, we are ever more guarded
and in such a way we tend to become slightly autistic.
It occurred to me that the Bible Evening and the Offering Service relate in a similar way as confession and
communion. The Saturday night in the tidied house
has a confessional quality, not for gushing about exotic
shortcomings, but by offering a clear space for Parzifal
questions, for listening to that which moves my neighbours' souls. Then, taking the words we have spoken
into the night where strength and wisdom might join
goodness, and praying that we would 'faithfully serve the
spirit', we can pass the guardian of our true self during
the night and engage in the Offering Service the next
morning well prepared with an open heart.
I find a significant complementary mood in the Offering Service, compared to the Act of Consecration of
Man. Whereas this service opens with a morning mood,

wanting to fulfil it worthily and ends in an evening
mood, accepting how it has been, we open the Offering
Service with the contemplative beholding of how Christ
has worked into our daily lives and we end it with the
morning call to take the service as a starting point, as an
offering on our way into the future. In other words, we
accompany the Offering Service as if we could repeat
the night journey – while we are conscious! And now
the after image of the Bible Evening would allow us to
be awake as a community to receive spiritual impulses
from the future into our waking will, allowing us to
become conscious servants of the community impulse.
In a retreat the founders of Mourne Grange described
movingly how much strength and confidence they received through adhering to the Bible Evening and Offering Service despite personal and economic difficulties. I
find that those two celebrations showed their potential
for the good development of this Camphill community
in a convincing manner.
Of course, 'the times they are a-changing' and more
and more people from non-Christian traditions come to
Camphill places to connect to the ideals of their higher
being. I believe their angels lead them here so that the
spirit call of the width of the world can integrate their
destiny in our communities, these islands of karmic
pursuit; we may seek to modify the community forms of
Camphill according to changed circumstances. Perhaps
an Upper Room Meeting could address such seeking
so that we can continue to serve human evolution as
humble forerunners. Meanwhile, I believe we can try to
fathom the depths of these forms as they are, to rediscover and conceptualise the essence of Camphill as a
community chalice of human souls. Perhaps the Theory
U can help us to see the point of it.

Theory U

Sister Mary Shaw (nursing tutor and manager of office) bee keeping at Camphill,
Aberdeen (photo by Edith Tudor-Hart)
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We aim to verify theories in practice
just as much as we need to understand or find meaning in experiences.
Without understanding a lovely sensation, it could be confusing, even
painful, and without practical verification a theory is empty and void.
Theory U speaks in contemporary
language about 'presencing', about
practical ways of allowing the future
to be perceived and taken hold of
consciously – today. Considering
social processes, the author Otto
Scharmer observes various stages of
cognition leading into meaningful
activity via seven stages along the line
of a 'U'. He calls them downloading,
seeing, sensing, meeting the blind
spot, crystallising, prototyping and
performing.
The process goes from perception to
action via a threshold – the bottom
of a U where we usually find a blind
spot. It provides a gate-keeper who
would deny access to the realm of

action, an agent which would paralyse our will before
we take egoistical views and untransformed impulses
into the future's evolving. Even if we had visions of the
future but had not purified ourselves, we would sow
destruction. If the journey through the bottom of the U
is successfully mastered in social settings one can recognise that the result reveals more than the sum of the
individual efforts: a gift from the future is added.
In order to awaken to the blind spot as individuals
we need to embark on a journey of spiritual exercise.
As a group of people we can begin and bring into the
process who we are and fallible as we are, if we do it
as 'two or three together in His Name', in the name of
love. Working in altruistic settings certainly can help to
clear the way beyond ambitions and agendas, inertia
and indifference, the shadows of communal striving.
They are blind spots or rather black holes which could
blind our love and suck up all our energy and good will.
The positive potential of togetherness has been lived
with in many new age communities and communes
with more or less success. In Camphill we have been
graced in as much as the needs of people, of the land, of
cultural life and, of course, also of our daily bread could
open our minds to the emerging future. Additionally we
have been graced with a good number of social forms
which were described somewhere as 'our most spiritual
energisers'. Working with them, including them in the
rhythms of life, used to polish the chalice of Camphill of
(some of) its blind spots; it could give the founders the
experience of being inspired by the emerging future, of
becoming forerunners of forerunners.

Leading from the future?
With this in mind we may look for indications that we
who are following them might still be at least simple
forerunners or, as the subtitle of the Theory U puts it,
may still be 'leading from the future as it emerges'.
We continue to have plenty of meetings, and it could
be illuminating to observe in what way some are inspiring and successful, while others are not. Can we
see the patterns of the Theory U and recognise when
we are merely ‘downloading’ things which we already
know; when we begin with 'seeing' new connections;
when we allow ourselves the 'sensing' of the potential
of a spiritual-earthly continuum; and when we can transcend as a group to a new dimension by clearing away
our 'blind spot'? And then, can we see in our practical

life where and how we can condense our intuition into
actions and success?
As older Camphill members we may remember the
glory of College Meetings and, even more exemplary, of
Upper Room Meetings which revealed just this kind of
process. And we may lament the scarcity of such efforts
today. But it seems that something is still working, as we
are still appreciated by those in our care, by parents, the
authorities and the stream of young co-workers whose
wings of destiny have brought them to Camphill. And
we still feel love in our hearts for our movement.
We know that this glory is not uncontested. So we
complain that all manner of efficiency controls and
bureaucratic regulations put sand, if not spanners, into
the works. But alas, at the same time we have begun
to neglect the redeeming features of the community
forms which created the strength of Camphill in the
first place. Granted, a good number of new social forms
have been developed over recent years as somehow the
old forms were not continued or realised and fulfilled
with adequate attention as before, and useful forms
which are developing elsewhere may find their way into
Camphill's life.
Meanwhile we could try to fathom what elements of
the old forms worked so well and what aspects seem
dated and in need of renewal. Thus, looking afresh at
just one quality of the Bible Evening and seeing what
made it an essential practice in former years became
a real revelation to me as I described above. Perhaps
such looking afresh may help us to behold in a new way
the spiritual significance in our social forms – beyond
theories, dogma and blind spots.
The Cup
Of Camphill
Can turn singing-bowl
If it’s clear and perceptive,
Tuned to future earth’s
Soundings in
His Name.
Theory U by Otto Scharmer, Berrett-Koehler, 2009

Jens-Peter has lived for twelve years
in various Camphill places in Ireland
as a farmer, weaver and baker. He is now
a priest of The Christian Community in Aberdeen
and likes to condense his sermons into verse.

Effects and importance of terminology
Rachel Davis, Loch Arthur, Scotland

I

have been a doing the BA Social Pedagogy in Aberdeen,
and for the last four years have made the long but beautiful journey from Loch Arthur. During this time I have
matured, learned much and have had the opportunity
to share a bit of Loch Arthur with my fellow students.
One question continuously arose in our conversations,
and perhaps out of my inability to answer it fully, yet
with conviction as to its importance, it has stayed with
me. It is the question ‘what do you call your people?’
In Loch Arthur we attempt not to label – the terms ‘vil-

lager’ and ‘house-co-ordinator’ are not used and even
‘co-worker’ and ‘volunteer’ are used very consciously.
It is only recently that I could articulate why I too strive
not to use these expressions, why I feel it is important
to be conscious about the language that generalises individuals, and how it is both real and possible to work
without them.
Through my growing understanding of life and relationships, I have found what a profound effect context has
on how I experience and meet a situation authentically
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those constraints are when they are fitted
with a label. In the past four years I have
had the experience of working with people
who challenged my limited understanding
of them. It is wonderful to discover the hidden ways in which I label others and be
challenged to change that, but how painful to have to live and be shaped by such
restraints! There are so many hidden labels,
broad and specific, and though some do
reflect a general reality, there is a great danger in not allowing for the possibility that
they aren’t true. I have made assumptions
about nineteen year old German men who
come for civil service, judgements about
individuals based on the experience of
others rather than my own, about the motives behind the actions of another, about
the capabilities and capacities of someone
responsible for a house – and more often
than not, I am wrong. I can learn from that
and be humbled by my mistake as people
blossom. But, occasionally, I have been
Eurythmy in Camphill House around 1950 (photo by Edith Tudor-Hart)
wrong and damaged a possibility for someone to be themselves or to grow and develop. Labels
and realistically. For me, this is the key to how we use
have the power to shape the experience and expression
language responsibly as well. In Loch Arthur, when a
of everyone, in whatever state of vulnerability. In Best
generalised term is required, we find one that reflects
Practice in Social Work, Alison Gardener writes:
the context but strive to use one that encapsulates only
At [the] core [of Anti-Oppressive Practice] is the
what is needed, not more. It is the relevance of the term
idea that individuals and groups are disadvantaged
in a given situation that lends meaning and maintains
by the way in which society is structured…the very
dignity. ‘Tenant’ has meaning but only in a conversation
cultural norms, values, [and] language…will disspecifically about individuals who pay for a tenancy,
criminate against the less powerful groups within it.
regarding that tenancy. Likewise, ‘adult with disabilities’
Whilst a shared culture can create a positive sense
could clarify a point about my relationship to someone
of belonging and stability, individuals and minority
I support with their day to day physical needs. ‘John’
groups within it may so internalise the existing order
or ‘Susan’ will reflect an individual, and, in authentic
of things that they can conceive of no alternative, in
relationships and friendships, that John or Susan have
effect colluding with their own oppression. (Ed. Jones,
a disability or not is very often irrelevant in a conversaBarry Cooper and Ferguson, 2008, p. 39)
tion. I think about myself: to say, ‘The American forgot
Now, of course, I am not saying that Camphill is opto put the salt in the porridge’ is very different than,
pressive – I think we do a remarkable job of valuing
‘Rachel forgot to put salt in the porridge’. Hopefully,
and upholding the individual. I would only like to be on
being American is irrelevant to the situation so wouldn’t
high alert for the ways in which we disadvantage each
need to be included! And, if it is included, it creates a
other, through our cultural norms, values and language.
certain impression of or attitude towards Americans.
Through language we have the power to open doors
Perhaps there was a time when ‘villager’ created a posior close them. I feel that by being conscious of the
tive, dignified impression that authentically reflected an
ways in which I communicate, I not only reach for a
individual within a community context. However, I think
way to better my understanding of others but also work
now this is no longer needed, the larger society strives to
toward rightly carrying the responsibility I have in suprecognise and promote the dignity of vulnerable people,
porting and facilitating opportunities for those around
and though this still needs a lot of work, ‘villager’ feels
me. Attempting to understand and work from context,
like a diminishment in our current context of inclusion
simultaneously recognising the big picture without losing
and mutuality. There is a reality to our lives and relathe detail, is a dynamic act of circumspection, perhaps
tionships that does not need to be ignored or brushed
never perfected, but nonetheless valuable. We have this
over and I believe the welfare of everyone is upheld in
wonderful choice in description using verbs and adjecrecognising and voicing things as they are. But we could
tives rather than nouns. I am not a house co-ordinator,
work to be conscious about when it is necessary, so we
I am not limited to that. Rather, I carry responsibility
don’t end up saying more than we mean and adding
for a house and run a workshop, and like to read and I
to the unconscious creeping of misunderstanding and
come from America. I eat porridge in the morning (with
ignorance. We do use terms in Loch Arthur, but strive
a pinch of salt!), and try to be open to the surprises and
to use them in the appropriate places.
lessons of learning from others.
Holding people within labels limits my ability to reach
Rachel has been living
across to another’s individuality and appreciate their
in Loch Arthur for five years. She has been running
reality. The same is true for me. I have occasionally
the bakery and has just completed the BA in Social
felt constrained within the expectations and roles that
Pedagogy through the University of Aberdeen.
permeate my relationships. How much more powerful
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Errata in ‘Sacred Light’ article from May/June 2011
Georg Schad, Ringwood, England
In Georg Schad's article 'Sacred Light' from the
previous issue, the word ‘1939’ was left out from the
first line during the editorial process. Our apologies
for its omission. Here is the beginning again,
which he elaborates on further.

A

child was conceived during a time of terrible conflict.
In 1939 when death lurked around every corner,
hope of an ordinary life had to be abandoned. A year
later when the child was born it found itself as an orphan
in an unfamiliar place, an innocent child and an ‘enemy
alien’. Poverty, loneliness and yet hope lived in its tender
breast. His guardian angel kept it from harm and spread
his sheltering wings over his childhood. Yet a conventional
life was not for him depending on the mercy and good
will of those around. Then the restrictions of the past were
sprung open, and a breath of fresh air suddenly brought
the world into its orbit. Hundreds of souls were drawn
to this being that tentatively had to tread the ground of
an unknown soil. From the least to the enlightened all
made their appearance. It was a challenging time where
the language had to be rediscovered in unfamiliar circumstances. The more the child grew and blossomed the
more souls it drew to itself who step by step learned to
get to know themselves and thus learned to accept their
destinies. They all grew well in his presence.
It belongs to this world that where there is light the dark
will not be far. The spiritual origin of this child drew to
itself also the powers of darkness – and darkness always
wins – up to a point. Yes, Kaspar was murdered, the
innocent Child of Middle Europe. In his flowering cut
down, in his purity robbed of his place in a society that
no longer wants to know him. The light of his life was
extinguished, leaving behind deep pain and grief. His
adversaries had their day, had taken his body. Yet what
will his spirit do, will it leave us for good? Whatever
pain it suffered, a being no longer tied to its body is free
to inspire others who may be open to his message. His
message of love and purity, of innocence and sensitivity

to all he met in life can and will live on despite the fact
that his body was stolen from him.
In 1939, the Nazis, a power of darkness, had overrun
Austria. In 1939, Karl König, being Jewish by birth, fled
to London to escape death. In 1939, the idea was conceived to work again together with his friends bound by
anthroposophia somewhere in the world; this was to be
in Scotland. No ordinary life was envisaged.
A year later: in 1940, the impulse was realised when
the women moved into Camphill House. These innocent
refugees found themselves as enemy aliens when their
men were removed. In a foreign country away from
their homeland, starting off in total poverty, they were
dependent on each other and the good will of those
around them. This belonged to the birth pangs of what
we came to understand with the name Camphill.
When eventually the formal recognition of their communal work was made conscious by Karl König, this
became like a christening of the impulse. Soon their
restrictions were lifted and the men returned. The work
developed and thousands of souls, young or old, severely
retarded in their life’s chances or those who saw this as
a place for study and application of their knowledge,
gathered around this impulse. They all blossomed in the
spiritual atmosphere of this community endeavour. Karl
König himself linked the destiny of Kaspar Hauser with
that of Camphill in his Christmas Story. The realisation
of what is happening in Camphill today, prompted me
to address this with the Sacred Light story. For those who
can no longer see this sacred light of Camphill that was
born out of Christianity and out of anthroposophia, the
‘institutions’ are too often seen as business models that
need to be made still more efficient. Where do we find
that sacred light of Camphill today?
Georg came to Camphill in 1956 to train in Curative
Education. Since then he has worked within the
movement, spending the last sixteen years in
Ringwood with a focus on Colour Light Therapy.

Any Questions
BBC programme broadcast from Camphill Milton Keynes, December 2010
Vivian Griffiths, Graythwaite, England

O

nce upon a time a parent suggested to a new town
development group that a Camphill community
could be set up as part of the community building of
this new town. That was in the early 1980s and the new
town was looked after by the Milton Keynes Development Corporation. Some decades later John Prescott,
the then Deputy Prime Minister, said of Chrysalis Hall
in the community: “It’s the best hall we have in the new
city of Milton Keynes for space, quality of sound and
quality of enjoyment”.
To celebrate the thirtieth birthday of Camphill Milton
Keynes and seventy years of Camphill, what better place
than the Chrysalis Hall for BBC Radio 4’s long running
programme, ‘Any Questions’. Two hundred tickets were

made available for the community, the local authority,
the Lord Lieutenant of Buckinghamshire and interested
local people; and the stage was set for the last Friday
before Christmas.
Now for the programme’s organisation: the arrival
of sound engineers, the setting up of the stage with
the presenter of the programme, Jonathan Dimbleby,
and the four panellists; the seats and tickets sorted, the
various helpers, the mounting sense of excitement of a
live recording on national radio – all contributed to a
special occasion.
In some editions of Any Questions the venue is quietly
mentioned: “here we are in St. Katherine’s School and
now here is the panel”! So for the listeners Jonathan’s
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introduction was perhaps embarrassingly long! What
was this place which had gardens, craft workshops, a
coffee bar, a theatre and a theatre production project?
Ears pricked up when it was said that it was run by people with learning disabilities who lived in this Camphill
community which was celebrating their thirtieth birthday.
What an introduction, said with feeling and sincerity.
Here was something remarkable indeed.
What the listener perhaps did not know was that Jonathan Dimbleby – organic farmer and broadcaster – knows
Camphill, has been involved with the Sturts Farm Community in Dorset over the threat to it from the bypass,
and through being involved in organic farming, the Soil
Association and knowing the ex-Chair Patrick Holden,
is aware of the Camphill biodynamic community farms
and gardens and the contribution made to the organic
movement.
Yet what was also said in Jonathan’s introduction was
the Camphill citizens’ contribution to the transformation of a new town from a sticky clay muddy field in the
windswept East Midlands of England to a community

of people, with a purpose to make this new town alive
with endeavour. An example of this was soon to be
emphasised by a member of the panel.
Listeners had not heard the practice question which is
brought before the programme starts when everyone is
settled, helping to put the audience and panel into the
mood of the broadcast. The question that was selected
was Nick Jackson’s from Camphill: “What would you
give Jonathan Dimbleby for a Christmas present”? Until
recently you even wore a tie for radio broadcasts (some
say stage make-up as well!) So it was Andy Burnham’s
answer from the panel (Labour Party) that Jonathan would
be given a red tie to make him look more respectable.
All these suits and open necked shirts – what are we
coming to!
Vivian has lived in a number of Camphill communities,
including Botton, Larchfield, and Stourbridge. He and
his wife Lesley currently live in the Lake District in
England and welcome visitors and holiday-makers.
Contact Vivian at vivangriffiths@talktalk.net.

For Jean Lynch
29 August, 1922 – 1 October, 2010
This is a revised version of a poem conceived and spoken
at a celebration of Jean’s life on Palm Sunday at Trigonos, Wales, where Jean spent her last fourteen years. I
was one of those lucky enough to have experienced the
vitality of her eurythmy lessons and the joy in a poem’s
movement she communicated at Rudolf Steiner House
in the early seventies. In her last public talk in May 2010
Jean spoke of the connections between the Christian
and Celtic festivals, a subject close to my own heart. (If
anyone has a record of what she said then, or on similar
subjects on other occasions, I’d gratefully receive it at
royleasadler@hotmail.com).

Song for High Summer
Bright are the boughs with their beauty of blossom,
And merry the meeting of man and of maid,
The darkness has dwindled and long days delight us,
Sing hey nonny no, sing a new serenade!
Astride of strong Taurus, the Sun rides the heavens,
Lending his light for new life to unfold.
All things grow great in proclaiming God’s glory
Echoing back what is heard from on high.
In field and in forest a freshness flares forth
And softly in sweetness ascends to the skies.
The heart of the Earth to the heavens breathes out,
Awaiting the touch of the Spirit of Light.
Jean Lynch
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Jean, this you knew…and how you know it now…
Natura's gifts unfurl around us and…
remember…as every sense felt Her land,
Jean, your enthusiasm lit life's brow
and like spring flowers raised new eyes to light
whose energy from winter’s secret well
awoke in you the gestures that could tell
how spirit moves, and how Earth’s Word, the insight
of all the worlds you now inhabit, forms
and opens in the soul in Holy Week.
O Jean, remember how life’s true word warms,
and with night’s chorus help a new dawn speak
with angels of our hearts. Let Easter’s dance
unfold Good Friday’s knot beyond time’s lance
that life’s review of every height
and depth we share renew Earth’s joy, Her bond
that no spring song by winter be forgot.
Roy Sadler, Stourbridge, England

Biography and artistic statement
Jules Smoke, Newton Dee, Scotland

I

grew up on arguably the most famous street in the
entire world: Broadway in New York City. I am
constantly filled with awe to find that virtually every
single person I meet has either heard of or has been
to the street I grew up on. I had the privilege of attending the Rudolf Steiner School in Manhattan from
kindergarten to ninth grade, at which point I switched
to a more mainstream school to pursue my interests in
math and science. I then completed a BA from Cornell
University in Mechanical Engineering, specializing in
environmental issues and renewable energy, and immediately was offered my dream job designing solar
photovoltaic systems for residences and small businesses in California. However, after a successful and
inspiring first year in this job, it gradually became clear
to me that I would never be able to find true fulfillment
on this life path. Eventually, a certain critical moment
and opportunity presented itself in which I somehow
found the courage to give up my career and security
in order to follow my heart and try to live my life according to my highest ideals. I quit my job to enroll in
a three-month program offered at the Rudolf Steiner
College called ‘Consciousness Studies.’ After that began
a very long and very difficult period of searching and
uncertainty which gradually led me to discovering the
Camphill movement.

Pre-Revelation

I have been working in Newton Dee for roughly two
years as a co-worker and gardener. Here I have found
the cultural, spiritual, and artistic outlets that I so badly
craved. I feel like I am constantly being bathed in an
endless flow of meaning and inspiration. The best way
I have found in which to express and share what I have
experienced here is through poetry. One of my central
life questions is how can we bring anthroposophy, spirituality, and idealism into the world in a language and
medium that is modern and accessible to everyone in
order to help people find meaning, direction, purpose,
and enthusiasm in life? Of particular interest to me is:
what is inspiration and where does it come from? The
poem ‘Pre-Revelation’ explores the inner process that is
unfolding in the instant in which a revelation or insight
is revealed to you. The poem ‘Teary-Eyed Goddess’ describes a situation in which we receive a strong intuition
and we actually find the courage to act upon it without
knowing what the final result of our actions will be. It
explores the difficulties of listening to and following our
hearts. These two poems are from my first poetry compilation, ‘Musing on a Broken Wing,’ which I recently
completed. I feel that the main driving force to create
these poems was to find a way to say thank you to all the
people who have inspired me, taken an active interest in
my life, and somehow helped me find my way.

Teary-Eyed Goddess

Focus your mood on the pleats of creation
Motion the cunning to partake in libation
Lackluster prospects unfolding
your imagination

Bound fast to instincts of past-surviving lives
A broken mast, I can no longer plot the course
In eerie silence, no surviving friend or foe
I drift in melancholy.

Bubbling, bursting, blistering
Launched from inklings of defiance and dread
Amid the coagulating consequences
of impulsive actions
Twist to ponder another’s beginnings

There was a time of choice, now choice is gone
The blindfold lowered as the riggings rose
Which way the wind blew, I could hardly tell
It spoke in litany.

Your roots are planted
as you soar through the air
Your origins are in mud,
but you swagger with flair
Don’t restrict your own plumage
Let your colors unfold
Igniting the world in a medley of scrolls.
I can’t imagine from whence you’ve come
Give me a token that our journey’s begun
My neighbors deserted when the raven crowed
The streets are deserted, Reality’s bowed
Long last I’m reaching the point of departure
Give me your hands to lift me up higher.

Still I sit beside my blurry spyglass
Watching you in everything I see
But your forms dissolve into each other
Your very essence is eluding me.
When cheerfully you dove into my existence
Did I too eagerly pursue the morning call?
Was I foolhardy to cast off all hesitation?
Please tell me: may I even pray at all?
Now, exhaustion sets in and
In naked solitude your humble rudimentalist
begs forgiveness
And yet, there must be something more to say
A final word, an afterthought
Before you turn this ship astray.
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Obituary
Susan Ellen Hirsch
20 November 1944 – 31 May 2011

S

ture endeared her to everyusie’, as she was
one who came to know her.
known to her family
In 2004 Susie began to
and friends, was born in
show definite signs of AlzNew York City and had one
heimer’s and by the fololder brother, John. She
lowing year her increased
went to the same school in
need for care and superNY City as another of our
vision led to her move
veterans, Charlie Gutman,
from the village into the
and in 1955 she moved
Livingston Hills Nursing
to the Rhinebeck Country
Home about 25 minutes
School, along with a few
away. Susie stole the hearts
others whom she would
of her caregivers there
later meet when she joined
and, much to everyone’s
Camphill Village.
surprise, she lived on for
Susie came to Copake in
another six years. In the last
1979 and lived in several
few months, however, Suhouses with various house
sie’s health declined quite
parents, including Aase
dramatically and we could
and Ted Collins, Jonitha
see that she was preparing
and Paul Hasse, Ann and
to leave her increasingly
Webster Beal, Kumar and
frail body.
Roswitha. She worked in
Susie died peacefully at
the Bookbindery, Candle
3.00 am on Tuesday, 31
Shop and various houseSusie and Malik 2001
May at the Livingston Hills
holds, and was an enthuNursing Home.
siastic member of the Village Ensemble. Susie had an
Later this summer, we hope to arrange a festive occaamazing knack for inveigling herself into people’s special
sion here in the village, where we can celebrate Susie’s
group pictures – especially at weddings. Anyone who
life and share our memories and photographs. Susie’s
has the book Village Life will spot Susie in Wanda and
brother John and sister-in-law Rita, will join us and probDavid Root’s wedding picture. She also made quite some
ably bring some close family and friends. John told us
appearances in Rachel Collins’ wedding pictures. Susie
time and again that Susie’s 26 years in Camphill Village
enjoyed a good party, she loved to dance and celebrate
were the best years of her life!
Roswitha Imegwu
with her friends, and her outgoing and affectionate na-

‘

Other friends who have died
Eva Koch, one of the founders of Mourne Grange Camphill Community, died on Sunday 15 May in Daisy
Hill Hospital, Newry. The previous day she still visited
the community before being admitted to hospital with
breathing difficulties. As Eva passed away she had a little smile on her face as if she was happy to be released
from her body. She was born on 4 July, 1918, and she
originally joined Camphill in 1956 to do the seminar.
Andy Sargent
Ted Collins died at 7:25, 25 May, 2011, in the nursing
home where he was residing for the past few weeks. Ted
was 75 years old and was born on 20 February, 1936.
He came to the village in Copake in 1968 and was married for some years to Aase. They had a much beloved
daughter, Rachel. Ted was the brother of Mary Elmquist.
For many years he was responsible for maintenance in
the village and he learned also to build a house, engag-
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ing co-workers and villagers. He was much appreciated
for his skills and conscientiousness as well as for his
gentle being, quietly going about his work. Ted battled
for many years with mental health issues and he also
suffered more recently with Parkinson's. It is a blessing
that he could be relieved at this stage. We think of him
with great appreciation.
Margrit Metraux

We would like to inform you of the passing of Mark
Forsyth who died on Monday 23 May at 13:30 in his
house community with his brother, nephew and house
father present. Mark was a former pupil at Glencraig and
a founder member of Mourne Grange Community. He
became ill in January and during the months until his
death was able to enjoy a variety of cultural pursuits,
amongst them the ‘Ball in the Hall’ in Belfast.
Christina Ehrhardt

News from the Movement …and beyond
Discovering Camphill voted a great success
Ken McEwan, Aberdeen, Scotland

T

his week’s “Discovering Camphill” conference and
book launch on 17 May 2011, hosted by the Camphill School Aberdeen, has been voted a great success
by those who attended. Around a hundred medical
professionals, educationalists, academics from seven
UK universities, officials from nine UK local authorities, representatives from special needs charities and
politicians attended the one-day conference, based at
Camphill Hall, on Camphill’s Murtle Campus in Bieldside, Aberdeen.
Following a short stage performance by pupils from
classes nine and twelve at Camphill School Aberdeen,
the conference was opened by Kate Skinner, who outlined her “voyage of discovery” from mother of a Camphill pupil to chair of Camphill Scotland.
Then Thom Garfat, international consultant and trainer
who has worked with children and young people and
care givers for over thirty-five years, took the lectern.
Thom Garat spoke of the “circle of courage” which
reminded us of the basic human needs of belonging,
mastery, independence and generosity. “When you feel
you belong, you feel you are of value,” he explained
and went on to add that “mastery is more than just
competence; it is knowing you can meet the challenges”.
Mastery, he added, meant “meaningful doing”, whereas,
he felt, so many programmes mean doing nothing. “In
Camphill people are always doing something!”
Thom Garfat talked about the “extraordinary act of
generosity” that leads people to come to Camphill and
dedicate themselves to working with others. Acts of
generosity, he explained, stimulate the pleasure centres
of the brain and receiving generosity enhances feeling
of belonging. Looking at recent moves in care he said
the push on normalisation
sometimes sentences people to isolation. He asserted
that “one size does not fit
all at Camphill” adding that
everyone is treated as an
individual and has an opportunity to make choices”.
He concluded by saying:
“In the end I didn’t wonder
why there are so many people here, I wondered why
there are so few”.
Mark Smith, lecturer in
social work at the University of Edinburgh, regretted that these days social
workers were more likely
to talk about “limited liability”. He asked what has
gone wrong. He pointed
to “barriers rather than
boundaries, neoliberalism,

Thom Garfat

managerialism, focus on bottom line”. He regretted the
enormous proliferation of legislation and guidance and
railed against buzzwords like “empowerment” and “personalisation”. “We become linked to each other through
contractual agreements, rather than anything deeper”, he
believed. “Care has become circumscribed by so many
rules and regulations”. “An ethic of care is a practice,
not a set of rules and regulations,” he added, urging a

Participants in Camphill Hall
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focus on responsibilities and relationships rather than
rules and rights. “We need to start thinking differently.
We need to start thinking what is ‘a good life’,” Mark
Smith concluded.
Professor Pete Stollery talked about the BA degree
course in Social Pedagogy, which is run by Camphill
in partnership with his faculty in the University of Aberdeen. He welcomed this co-operation and said that
the two organisations were already talking about further
co-operation.
After lunch the book Discovering Camphill was
launched. Edited by local education consultant Robin
Jackson, the book brings together contributions from
scholars and experts in various disciplines to examine
the way Camphill works with children, young people and
adults who have special needs. Following this, delegates
attended the workshop of their choice, all around different themes within the new Camphill School Aberdeen
Business Plan. Reports indicate that these were most
successful and enjoyed by all.

Bagpipes, lyres, drums, piano and clarinet all featured
during the day which when added to the above made
it a remarkable Camphill experience for those who attended. One testimonial:
Congratulations on a great day! It made me proud to
be part of Camphill. You managed to send out a very a
positive message about Camphill, modern and forward
looking, as well as honouring and acknowledging the
past. It was brilliant to let others speak on our behalf. I
thought the speakers brought the very essence of Camphill across with the greatest of ease and jargon free!
The conference came seventy years after the first Camphill community opened its doors to children with special needs at Camphill House in the Milltimber area of
Aberdeen. The full report with pictures and the STV clip
can be seen on www.camphillaberdeen.org.uk.
Ken is Public Relations consultant to the
Camphill Communities in the North East of Scotland.

Several reflections on the Adult Communities Course 2007–2011

I

t is the end of March and I have just returned from a
retreat in glorious weather in the Lake District, north
of England, that marks the end of the present round of
the Adult Communities Course. This retreat was very
special in many ways; one of them being that we met
in the Quaker Guest House at Grasmere and were thus
able to start each day by joining their morning service of
quiet spiritual contemplation. The course officially ended
a year ago with our session at New Lanark, but we all
felt the need to meet once more to share our thoughts
and insights on questions to do with the inner life. And
even now, we might meet again sometime later.
This sums up what the course has been about. Yes, it
has indeed been very much about continuing professional development in social therapy. Yet it is also about
making connections between people; connections that
become deep and meaningful. And in this way it is also
about making connections between the places – Camphill communities, Garvald communities and in our
case, also Nutley Hall, an anthroposophical community.
During the years of the course we visited and stayed in
many communities in Britain and Ireland, which gave
us a chance to see how some communities are coming
to terms with change and challenges and trying to find
new ways forward.
Over a period of several years of meeting and working
together we shared our life experiences, we learnt to
support each other, we shed tears and we also laughed
a lot together. We deepened our understanding of anthroposophy, and we renewed our sense of awe in the
face of the mystery of the human being and the life path
of each individual and gained a new appreciation of the
deep significance of human encounter.
The course was very well structured; there were eight
sessions (nine including the one in the Lake District),
each turning to a different theme and most of them led
by people who had been invited to share their knowledge and inspiration with us. Each session also included
eurythmy, artistic activities, social encounters and a
chance to explore the local area.
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I very much appreciate having had the opportunity to
take part in the course and to have been able to have
had the chance to learn from all the new experiences
that it brought to us.
Andrew Plant, Milltown Community, Scotland

W

e have been a group of eighteen people from
different communities in Scotland, England and
Ireland. If I remember our first meeting three and a half
years ago in Loch Arthur and the last farewell in the Lake
District just about a week ago, I am amazed at the sense
of real connection, commitment and friendship that has
developed over this period. We have been a fairly diverse
group – our backgrounds, age and the communities we
live in. But I do think that every one of us learned and
took away a lot from these meetings three times a year
and it has been a real source of inspiration for us.
When we had our final reflective conversation last
week there were a few themes crystallizing for many of
us. I think one point that stood out was the connections
that were made between individuals and also communities. Especially in these times when the pressures on
communities seem to grow and people are more and
more busy within their own places, it is such a relief and
help to share thoughts, hopes and struggles with a group
of like-minded people. People who can offer support but
also a slightly different point of view. I was 27 when we
started the course and the youngest in the group. I didn’t
know many people outside my own community. Having
had the possibility of joining the course has been invaluable for me to get a broader idea of Camphill and other
communities and to feel more anchored and connected
in the Camphill movement. I felt very blessed to learn
from the more experienced participants of the group
who often amazed me with their insight and wisdom.
Also to stay every time in a different place and to get
to know places as different as Botton and Milltown has
been amazing.

Apart from these lovely experiences there was a whole
new world opening up for me as well. The course offers
the possibility to broaden one’s views about anthroposophy and inspires one to carry on reading and studying.
Most of all this course thrives because of the enthusiasm and commitment of our three tutors: Melissa Harwood, Astrid Radysh and Lana Chanarin, three women
who are full of wisdom and knowledge. They put so
much life into all our themes and sparked a real interest
within all of us. It was a blessing to have eurythmy and
painting with Melissa who gave us different experiences
of the subjects we covered in the course. All three managed to be at the same time inspiring and also such fun
to work with.
I really hope that this course will continue and give
many more people in communities the possibility to
learn and connect to each other. We talked a lot about
possibilities to make community living more sustainable
for everyone – I believe that courses like this are a step
in the right direction to achieve just that.
Our group is planning to meet again next year. I hope
we will manage because I would miss these meetings
with all of you!
Susanne Salthammer,
Loch Arthur Community, Scotland

What it is like to be a teacher
on the Adult Communities Course
began teaching eurythmy on the Adult Communities
Course halfway through one of the three year courses
fifteen years ago. It was thought that some movement
was necessary to balance the subject the participants
were working with at each course and so I was brought
in to tailor the eurythmy to support this. As this is what
I love to do I was delighted.

I

I arrived at Clanabogan in Northern Ireland to meet a
well-formed group who knew each other through the
work they had already done together. They were very
welcoming and, as with all the groups, one forms a real
bond with everyone.
Why is this so? During the three years of the course the
group meets approximately two to three times a year so
there are large gaps in time where everyone is involved
with their own communities. But at the first meeting we
share our biographies and – with complete confidence
throughout the course – begin to share and know each
individual in ways that perhaps other people don’t.
As a teacher not living within a Camphill community I
feel privileged to be a part of these groups and take part
in every aspect of the course so as to fully understand,
not only the people, but the situations they come from
and how what I do in eurythmy can be a support to
expanding their knowledge and learning.
I must say that I am very grateful and also gain a tremendous amount from taking part in such a course. Where
else would I have had the opportunity to work with
themes such as What is Social Therapy; Phases of Life;
The Mystery Drama of Life; Mental Illness; Cosmic and
Earthly Evolution; The Twelve Senses; and Our Sources
of Spiritual Strength to name but a few, and to try to give
experiences of these via the art of eurythmy???
There is much laughter in my eurythmy sessions. This
is because I have found that laughter leads to openness
and then each session can be deepened into a new
awareness and learning.
It is always a sad moment when the last session of any
course ends. We leave what has become a real sense
of family but as with family when we meet up again it
is with joy and a true friendship as a result of the deep
experiences and memories gained through time together.
Melissa Harwood

Letters
Dear Editor:
hristopher Kidman’s letter published in the last edition gave me food for thought, and led me to look
at that edition of the Correspondence though the eye
of his remarks.
When I read Wanda Root’s words on Karl Wilson,
and those on ‘Friedrich Röder, a good friend’ I thought
about what I would do if I had a good friend or knew of
a person who had a longstanding and deep connection
to Camphill who had died and I wanted to write about
them? I think I would need something like the Correspondence for this purpose. I am surprised that anyone
who has a connection to anthroposophy would think of
articles about people who have died as ‘of the past’. As
Christopher says, “…this is not entirely true”.
I have been criticised for relating to the past in some
of my Correspondence articles, but then I think that the
Foundation Stone Meditation, which is a central touchstone for anthroposophy and Camphill is at least one
third related to recollection, and hence, presumably,
to the past. I also think it is a necessary service to the
needs of an older generation to allow people like Regina
Blokhuys, Nora Bock and Julian Sleigh to be able to have
a journal to write to with their thoughts and images.
In terms of its relevance to the present, there was the
article from Tayo on consideration for co-workers in a

C

time of seemingly total focus on the person with disabilities. There was also Peter Bateson’s ‘hot off the press’,
heartfelt and enthusiastic article on the recent Camphill
Essentials event in Thornbury. Nothing could be more
‘of the present’ than this British Regional Assembly of
older and younger co-workers. I have written an article
about this important gathering (page 2) and I am aware
that some young people who attended also want to write
about it for this journal.
There are the articles on the new Camphill Ghent
initiative and Peregrinus in Hungary. This is news direct
from the movement, and future oriented. In addition, it
is good to read an appreciation of the ‘Second Mystery
Drama’ performance by Botton Village residents and
co-workers. All who saw this were deeply moved by it.
I am a pro-review person, and reviewing the purpose of
the Correspondence should be happening on a regular
basis. In this process it is right to acknowledge doubts
about its relevance. If, in a so-called Camphill place,
there are mostly people who do not ‘personally connect
to Camphill’, this begs an obvious question, which is
addressed in the statement about the requirements for
a place to be Camphill as quoted in my article on Camphill Essentials. It is certainly understandable that such
individuals would not want to subscribe to something
which does not speak to their ‘own spiritual cultural
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life’, but then, they are surely not the right people to
comment on the relevance of this journal.
I could say more, but subject to further review, I support the existence of the Correspondence, for now, and
especially because it has a variety of articles, is open to
all kinds of contributions, and is thin and a reasonably
quick read, which I appreciate.
Michael Luxford, Delrow Community, England

Dear Editor,
am happy to correct my recent comment (Camphill
Correspondence May/June 2011) about the lack of
frequency and timeliness of Camphill Correspondence. I have realised that it is all in the timing. If
contributors act swiftly and get their items to Maria in
good time, in most instances the bi-monthly timescale
will be effective (apologies also for my error in thinking it was three monthly). May I encourage anybody
and everybody to think about the Correspondence as
a vital window on the Camphill world and to flood the
Editor’s letterbox with a steady stream of interesting
and topical articles.
Best wishes,
Peter Bateson, Oldbury on Severn, England

I

Dear Editor,
do think the Camphill Correspondence has an important function and we should support it, possibly in the
way Marianne Sander suggests in her letter at the beginning of the May/June 2011 issue. Having said this I also
agree with some of the comments made in the letters
published in that issue.
The contents of the CC are not interesting enough for
Dear Editor,
the younger generation! I counted 116 places/activities
listed in the Camphill Directory. Couldn’t ten places in
ust finished another enjoyable read of Camphill
rotation be asked to send half a page telling us about their
Correspondence with the various suggestions for
joys and sorrows? If this does not work, a few questions
improvement. Here’s my humble opinion. Please keep
could be sent out asking for replies.
obituaries, that’s the first thing I read. Encourage folks
It is refreshing to read Gabor Lazlo Gyorffy’s initiative
to be lively and personal; this is the ‘family news’;
of Peregrinus from Velum, Hungary and I am sure there
not a national newspaper. The lives of Camphillers,
are other projects we would love to hear about!
whether or not I have ever met them, make such amazBeing myself one of the ‘older readers’, the obituaries
ing, thought-provoking stories with such relevance
are important to me, even if I have not met the friend
for the future. And of course the CC must be a place
who is now on the other side. He or she has been conwhere we can ‘talk’ anthroposophy freely and deeply.
nected to the Camphill impulse and ‘belongs’ to us! If
Your own exhortation to bring the young folks aboard,
there are too many for one issue, a note could give an
with their stories and thoughts are excellent. I will try!
email address to access the obituary.
Blessings,
We could all ask our younger friends what they would
wish to read about in the CC and feed their replies to
Helen Zipperlen, Kimberton Hills, United States
you. [Editor’s note: Please do. And ask your
younger friends to write for the CC about the
RUSKIN MILL EDUCATIONAL TRUST
things that they wish to read about, too!]
Operates three innovative specialist colleges for
Adenusi Tayo Paul's ‘When the carer needs
students with special learning needs. The colleges are inspired by the
care’ and Julian Sleigh's ‘Letter to my double’
work of Rudolf Steiner, John Ruskin and William Morris.
are examples of what we need in every issue!
We have vacancies in each of our Colleges for
The name of our publication is Camphill Correspondence; perhaps we should use it more
by corresponding.
Michael Lauppe,
To live in and manage a household for up to four students.
William Morris House, England

I
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Houseparent Couples

Dear Editor,
ou asked some time ago for some ideas
about the Correspondence. I wondered if
you want to create a poetry competition? You
could ask all the hidden poets of Camphill to
send in a poem about a current theme, i.e. 'Holidays – Holy Days'. The six best poems would
be printed in the following year and the winner
could have his donation to a charity matched
by Camphill Correspondence? Or a weekend
'in a village near you' in historic Aberdeenshire
or exotic Dartmoor? As a side bonus you could
probably make a nice poetry booklet of all the
contributions to go on sale in time for Christmas?
Of course one would have to find someone who
would be able and willing to be the judge…
Anyway, I should be very interested to get to
know who is writing poetry. There must be quite
a golden seam in 'our circles' and it could be
valuable to inspire each other.
Jens-Peter Linde, Aberdeen, Scotland

Y
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We need mature, responsible couples to create a warm, homely
environment and deliver the living skills curriculum in one of our
college households. We provide training and support and a good
package of salary and benefits. Not just a job, but a way of life.

FREEMAN
COLLEGE

GLASSHOUSE
COLLEGE

RUSKIN MILL
COLLEGE

The newest of our
colleges, based in the
centre of Sheffield and at
the Merlin Theatre site.
Fast developing activities
ranging from cutlery
making and pewter work,
to performance work and
drama.
Students live in the city in
family based households
and training flats.

Firmly based in the
glassmaking tradition
with many new
enterprises offering
students craft and land
based skills, high quality
drama and practical work
experience.
Students live in a wide
variety of residential
placements both in the
town and the surrounding
villages.

The College is based in a
beautiful Cotswold valley
with the main focus on
landwork, rural crafts and
food production.
Residential
accommodation is in
domestic scale
households in the nearby
towns and villages.

For information about positions in any of the colleges contact
Richard Rogers, Head of College — Residential, Ruskin Mill College
The Fisheries, Horsley, Glos GL6 0PL. Tel 01453 837528
e-mail: richard.rogers@rmc.rmet.org.uk

Bridges-to-Oasis Group facilitation training

Fostering Spirit in the Life of the Soul
In 7 Modules starting on 16th – 18th September 2011 to September 2012
How to foster psychological and spiritual group support for people in search of meaning,
with life crises and/or unresolved health concerns.
How groups work
• Develop your relationship skills
in groups
• Develop your psychological
understanding of groups
• Learn about and apply an inspiring
programme (Oasis) promoting
creativity, insight and wholeness;
suitable for varied situations, people
and needs

The Training will equip participants to develop their knowledge and skills in soul
care in the context of groups, expand their
professional practice and engage with their
own creativity and self-development. This

will be in an environment conducive for
learning. Through working together during the Training, participants will co-create
a vessel to enable and enhance their own
transformational journey towards wholeness. The Training is based on Rudolf
Steiner’s psycho-spiritual understanding
of human development and integrative in
its approach to contemporary transpersonal psychology.
This Training is open to those seeking to
further their understanding and skills for
working creatively in groups. Although
primarily intended for health care professionals, those interested in fostering the

Christmas is coming!
Prepare it with the Soul Calendar!
During the past exhibitions there have
been many requests to
have the pictures for
the Soul Calendar as
postcards and many
wanted the whole series. Now we have got
there! But we thought,
seeing as it was Karl
König’s main hope that
we would exercise the
“groups” of four verses,
thus experiencing the
changing rhythms of
time involved, we have
designed (with Reinhold Fäth’s help) a wooden stand that
can also be hung on the wall to hold the relevant “cross”
picture in the middle and the four verses that belong together
around it. The postcard size makes the 52 pictures original
size, whereas the crosses are A5 (double the postcard size)
making it possible to read the verses in König’s handwriting.
The first of these frames are being made in Camphill Village
Königsmühle and when orders come in we will get them
made in Botton Village (England) and Camphill Village Copake (USA) so that the postal distances are not so far. We are
preparing this international cooperation during the summer
months so that we can deliver at the latest for Christmas.
We can take your orders now:
r.steel@karl-koenig-archive.net
We will try and meet the deadline you name
52 Postcards for the weekly verses: £20 / $35
13 “Crosses”: £15 / $25
Wooden frame for hanging or standing:
(please contact us for the price)
All prices exclude postage.
Of course the postcards are still available individually.
Please just write us the number of the verse (Easter = 1 for
instance) Price: $1.00/£0.80 each or $0.85/£0.65 from 10
postcards or more.

life of soul in the context of group work are
invited to apply and relevant life and work
experience will be recognised. Some bursaries are still available. Please enquire. Applications will be considered before 7th July.
The course offers continuing professional
development (CPD) for your existing work.
For further details please contact:
Melanie Taylor MSc Tel: 01384 372239
Email: Bridges2Oasis@gmail.com
Address: Bridges-to-Oasis
87, Osmaston Road
Stourbridge, West Midlands.
DY8 2AN

Self Catering Holiday House

The White House Killin

Set within the beautiful Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National
Park, The White House is in an
ideal location to explore the natural
beauty of Highland Perthshire,
Scotland.
Situated in a secluded setting
near the shores of Loch Tay,
this area offers outstanding opportunities for touring, walking,
cycling, bird watching and canoeing. Comprises 5 bedrooms
with accommodation for up to 12
persons sharing.
tel: 01764 662416
for a brochure and availability

‘Oak’, ‘Ash’
and ‘Thorn’
are three
purposebuilt units
in Botton
Village,
which house
students
during term time, but in the
summer holiday period they are
available for self-catering rental.
Each chalet unit has
accommodation for up to ﬁve
people: Oak (the lower unit) and
Ash (the middle unit) both have
three single bedrooms and a small
twin-bedded room. Thorn (the top
unit) has one single bedroom, one
twin-bedded room and one double
room.
A lovely way to enjoy the North
York Moors in this Camphill
Village!
For more information contact
Marie-Reine Adams: (01287 661286
or
mariereineadams@yahoo.co.uk)

A community to care for,
celebrate and embrace the
needs of those in their elder
years
Invites resident coworkers and
their children to join our new
community in beautiful rural Columbia County – with proximity
to Hudson, Albany and the Berkshires.
Full benefits include: Housing, complete family medical
package, Waldorf schooling, paid vacation, and the opportunity
to be at the forefront of a new paradigm in elder care in this
country.
Background in Anthroposophy and Camphill preferred.
Please apply by email, along with any supporting documentation
you may feel would be of interest.
Contact: Helen Wolff: wolffhelen@hotmail.com
Please visit our website www.camphillghent.org
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Phuong, The Peaceful Bamboo Family, Vietnam
The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.
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